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Resumé
La escuela primaria de Dinamarca ha sido objeto de críticas masivas en los últimos años,              
en relación pobre desenvolvimiento académico de los estudiantes, así como de las           
habilidades sociales. No sólo los estudiantes se desempeñan académicamente muy pobre,          
sino que también conlleva clases marcadas por el desorden. En la crítica de la escuela de               
esto último, los alumnos de sexo masculino se sitúan en primera fila.
Inicialmente, el proyecto contiene una descripción de las representaciones mediáticas del          
problema, y sigue una reseña histórica de las ideas de la escuela sobre el sexo, que ilustra                
el debate de la similitud / semejanza con el debate acerca del momento en que a las niñas                 
se les permitió el acceso a la escuela.
El informe pone de manifiesto las diferencias y similitudes entre el panorama teórico de             
las dos ramas opuestamente orientadas de las actitudes hacia la diferencia de sexos, y la              
educación de los niños: un post-estructuralismo y un punto de vista más social y             
positivamente orientado. El género/sexo del alumno se lo ve desde una óptica normativa            
en el siguiente análisis, que discute y destruye las respuestas de maestros sobre las             
cualidades de los niños varones en la escuela, con el fin de descubrir y examinar cómo los                
profesores perciben los varones.
Los asuntos discutidos en el análisis son la coherencia entre la teoría y las prácticas de la                
enseñanza de los maestros a los dos diferentes géneros/sexos. La bipolaridad y dualismo            
de los géneros a través de los estereotipos y normativas, asumiendo las consideraciones            
y consecuencias.
Sobre la base de estos temas se ha concluido que mayores conocimientos biológicos            
ayudan a comprender el comportamiento de los niños varones. Los maestros tienen el            
deseo de ser objetivos y no encasillar profundamente a los chicos a las obviedades             
arraigadas al género/sexo; y las hipótesis más fuertes han concluido que una bipolaridad            
de nociones de los géneros está fuertemente presente en el vocabulario usado           
diariamente para describir los géneros y los niños.
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Opening & Motivation
In the public debate about teachers and schools’ ability to accommodate differences           
in the primary and lower secondary school in Denmark, i.e. boys and their behaviour,             
socially as well as literary, is subjected to close scrutiny. A corollary of the debate is               
the term the 'Feminine School' designating that which characterizes both primary          
and lower secondary school. Discursive markers of particular feminine values         
connotes such as the ability to sit still, behave correctly, be quiet when needed, and              
adapt to, or comply with the norms present at school.
The ongoing debate takes issue with boys’ behaviour taken to be unmanageable and            
maladjusted. I imagine this debate to be much pronounced, not only in staff rooms of              
the schools, but also at colleges of education and social educational institutions. Such            
debate on minds of teachers, might possibly influence their doing and work around            
in classrooms. Themes debated shapes thinking and outline approaches as how to           
manage the boys. My hypothesis is that statements, actions and/or reactions that           
reflect this debate unintentionally are imposed on children in classroom situations          
since teachers do not leave behind the classroom door, their consciousness when           
acting as teachers.
In an online article at the site Folkeskolen.dk it is written, that boys when starting              
school are more unquiet and have a harder time concentrating than girls do. Jakob             
enrolled in 2.b at Elsted School gives credence to the writing, since he is having a               
hard time not taking part of the daily commotion. According to Ann Elisabeth            
Knudsen (MA and research scientist) (Folkeskolen.dk, 2007) there is a natural          
explanation to this, be it that the male brain develops with a year’s delay compared to               
the female brain at the age stages of preschool and early years of school. Gender              
divided teachings are therefore recommended, so that boys will no longer be a            
disruptive element to the girls and separately they can work in ways best suitable to              
both gender. Researcher in gender at DPU, Dorthe Staunæs, is however worried of            
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the consequences, since not all children fill in their anticipated traditional notions of            
children's’ gender roles. Mathilde, a classmate of Jakob’s, says that she will be            
missing the boys, and that she herself a ‘tom-boy’ prefers outdoor games, considers            
herself creative, and practices sports - not typical to girls, and besides girls do not run               
as fast, she says. Exactly such latter stereotypical gender notions and certain gender            
connoted actions are that which Staunæs fears to become the consequence of gender            
divided teaching. (Folkeskolen.dk, 2007) Mathilde seems to have a        
(self-)understanding relying on gender stereotypical notions, despite her own        
deviance from these. Instead of her thinking of herself as falsifying the existence of             
stereotypical gender roles, she perceives herself as the exception that proves the rule.
Another article on the website in mention, emphasises advantages of the awareness           
of gender-issues and their in built differences that applies differently to boys and            
girls in conflict management situations. The title ‘Drenge er til hurtige løsninger –            
piger til følelser’ strongly suggests the recommendation to come. The writer Helle           1
Lauritsen’s argues that the thesis results presented in her article, particularly          
stating this dichotomy, will contribute to teachers clarifying gender differences to          
the pupils. (Folkeskolen.dk, 2010) And since boys tend to make themselves heard           
and to also dominate the girls in classroom debates, boys are to be taught “(...)              
nogle almindelige social-relationelle hensyn.”  (Folkeskolen.dk, 2010).2
In a news feature at Tv2.dk it is reported that, at Aulum Byskole gender is devided in                
some lessons, to meet the latest massive critique of pupils’ poor literary abilities            
particularly on part of boys. Speaker Maria Bundgaard breaks her news feature by            
stating that there is ‘a world of differences between boys and girls’, while images of              
Mathilde’s pinkish-shaded school remedies and Mads’ red and black ninja-decorated         
schoolbag respectively are shown. Mathilde, who is starting in preschool class at           
Aulum Byskole, says that the gender divided teaching is establish “Fordi, at så kan             
drengene ikke drille.” (Nyhederne.tv2.dk, 2012). A preschool teacher on the other          3
1 ‘Boys are into quick solutions - girls are into emotions’
2 “(...) some standard relational social considerations.”
3 “Because, it prevents the boys from teasing.”
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hand, utters that; “Før i tiden der oplevede vi lidt, at det ku godt være, at drengene                
var her lidt på pigernes præmisser” (Nyhederne.tv2.dk, 2012). The speaker now          4
takes to inform that scientists say that research show that dividing pupils by gender             
has no effect on their literary competencies. Still, several Danish experts believe it to             
have positive effects on the well being of pupils. Niels Egelund (Professor at the             
Pedagogical University of Denmark), is supportive and states that ‘we’ know from           
research (no specific in mention), that boys are more into physical expression,           
competition, and are hierarchical challenging, while girls find it easier to conform to            
a traditional day of school, especially in the early years. Yet, it is important to once in                
awhile differentiate between the children, since some later on might stand out. Most            
important are the considerations to the boys in the early years of school, since they              
have been overlooked for many years. In regards to the oppositional positions it takes             
to the debate of gender equality and efforts of gender neutrality in the remaining             
society, Egelund responses that it is not about getting the same, but about everyone             
having equal opportunities and rights. He acknowledges that it is not without risk of             
stereotyping gender, wherefore the children are only divided in some of the lessons -             
however, he calls attention to the fact that up until 1945 division made by gender              
were common, as to why decisions of seeking back to this are reasonable. Teachers at              
Aulum Byskole are not afraid of “loosing” those children that might stand out,            
because they make sure to differentiate between them, and they are not attempting to             
fit the children into boxes. (Nyhederne.tv2.dk, 2012)
According to Avisen.dk the 29.th of January this year a report from the Danish             
Ministry of Children and Education (Avisen.dk, 2013), initiated by the Danish          
Institue of Evaluation (Danmarks Evalueringsinstitut), states that children that stand         
out from the average child and especially boys are doing badly in school. Søren             
Langager, lecturer at the Danish Institute of Education and Pedagogics (Danmarks          
Pædagogiske Universitet, DPU), however, thinks this is a result of heightened literary           
demands and expectations of the primary and lower secondary school that are harder            
4 “Formerly, we could experience the boys being here, somewhat on the premises of the
girls.”
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for the teachers to meet - pupils lacking behind before raising standards are doing no              
better after. Such is argument of chairman of The Danish Union of Teachers            
(Danmarks Læreforening, DLF), Anders Bondo Christensen. Minister for Education        
Christine Antorini, agrees that political effort must engage in an improvement of the            
opportunities of a form of teaching that will aim wider, and further states that the              
teaching is obviously not supposed to favour girls. (Avisen.dk, 2013) The political           
issue with the heightened literary demands are almost but visible in the title of the              
article, emphasising competition; ‘Piger vinder og drenge taber i folkeskolen’ . In          5
undertones of dichotomy, findings of the report in mention, underscores gender          
thinking concerned with the problem of winners and loosers. Similar rhetoric of           
battle is found on Fagbladet 3f’s homepage in an article describing how boys perform             
worse than girls - ‘they take a beating by the girls’, and moreover in the ‘essential’               
subjects. Boys’ bad results are worrying in correlation with their future, nonetheless           
doubtless to what extent it calls for attention, as bad grades does not necessarily lead              
to a bad future, senior researcher Inge Henningsen at DPU, Aarhus University, says.            
(Fagbladet3f.dk, 2012)
The article ‘Køn er det nye kodeord i skolen’ on Kristeligtdagblad.dk refers to            6
findings published by the Danish National Association of Municipalities        
(Kommunernes Landsforening, KL) in 2010 announcing that boys account for two          
thirds of the pupils who resits preschool (Kvinfos Webmagasin, 2011). On face value,            
it seems apparent that the problem is gender based. A considerable number of            
national newspapers follow suit and frames troubled boys in headlines, such as;           
‘Pigerne har sejret ad helvede til - også i sløjd!’ (Information.dk, 2007), ‘Etnisk            7
danske drenge sakker bagud i skolen’ (Information.dk, 2011), and ‘Sådan kan          8
skolen redde drengene’  (Politiken.dk, 2011).9
5 ‘Girls are winning and boys loosing in school’
6 ‘Gender is the new buzzword in school’
7 ‘Girls have triumphed as hell - even in shop class!’
8 ‘Ethnic Danish boys are lacking behind in school’
9 ‘This is the way for school to save the boys’
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Problem Area
In the analysis to be unfolded I attempt to enlighten how boys’ masculinity is             
constructed by teachers in the literary as well as social education. I attempt to cast              
light on questions such as, in which ways are teachers contributing to and            
influencing how masculinity is expressed or manifests in the classroom and to discuss            
in which sense gendered interaction is construed. I aim at portraying the kind of             
gendered space that classrooms may turn into in the process of teaching. I wish to              
pursue further the underlying explanation as to how culture affects the way in which             
teachers articulate their perspectives on boys. Such inevitable analytical discussion         
intend to break a number of examples of societal stereotypical notions of gender that             
are held to affect teacher’s conceptions of boys and their ways about. Which            
stereotypical gender notions can be noticed to affect the teacher’s conceptions of the            
boys and in which ways? My study sets out to generalise if possible my findings as to                
how gender issues are in turn reproduced or rejected through the teachers, and            
furthermore, how the teachers’ view reproduce or produce different gender notions.
According to Cecilie Nørgaard, writer of an article at Kvinfos Webmagasin, it is            
problematised how boys are constantly portrayed doing badly in school and how           
gender as a binary category is dominating not only in our culture but in school as               
well, despite it’s inherited obligation to differentiated teachings of both gender          
(Kvinfos Webmagasin, 2011). What is problematic about this in particular, is how           
gender is perceived solely as a biologically determined category leaving the children           
with no options of diverse change (Kvinfos Webmagasin, 2011)(Søndergaard, 1991:         
8). Nørgaard additionally expresses that the media’s portrayal of boys as ‘losers’ are            
to be seen in light and as a result of a long-standing discursive debate about the               
repression of girls. Hence, the media is accessory to maintain a stereotypical           
portrayal of gender that contributes to nothing but the creation of narrow           
possibilities of actions. Expectations of the actions of both boys and girls are shaped             
by these notions which results in accepting behavior suitable to each gender. This            
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situation is not always transparent to parents, wherefore that of boys own accounts            
of teachers discriminatory practice is thought to be of conspiratorial thinking. It           
seem unlikely in a democratic country based on norms of equality such as Denmark.             
(Kvinfos Webmagasin, 2011)
Focus on gender as biologically determined has brought accounted attention to          
practice of neuro-biological research, that with diverging results, i.a. showing milieu          
defining which connections are exercises and developed in the brain. Pedagogical          
research, such as the one of Søndergaard and Staunæs (Kvinfos Webmagasin, 2011),           
found that differences are more significant between same-sex children than between          
opposites. Nørgaard emphasises that such results advocates a basis for change within           
the gender-categories, thus opening up to schools potential of influencing some          
renewed construction of these. British research from 2010 (Kvinfos Webmagasin,         
2011) finds that teachers’ stereotypical disciplining of gender leads to less being           
expected from the boys, in turn weakening their self-images. “Resultatet bliver          
selvopfyldende profetier.” (Kvinfos Webmagasin, 2011) Like Egelund, Nørgaard       10
brings history of the school into play but with the objective to learn from falsified              
assumptions of the past, wrongly taking girls’ biology to be hindrance of their literary             
achievements and “(...) passe på, at vi ikke gentager historien med omvendt fortegn            
(...)” . (Kvinfos Webmagasin, 2011)11
I wish to maintain a focus on recognising stereotypical gender notions -           
notwithstanding their unintentional use and teachers’ resort to cliches,        
simplifications, naturalisations, and truism of gender (e.g. on pedagogical or         
educational grounds).
To be given special attention in my study, is the phenomenon that ‘gender’ seems to              
be exercised mainly at times when maladjusted children are to be explained. How do             
in fact teachers avoid the pitfall that gender only can be seen on the basis of relations                
and their handling of them? How do in fact teachers reconcile their gender notions             
with the ways in which the children interact with each other and the teacher?
10 “The result becomes self-fulfilling prophecies.”
11 “(...) be careful, that history is not repeating itself with an opposite sign in reverse (...)”
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Reflections on the above has lead to following formulation of a problem definition:
Problem Definition
How does teachers understand masculinity and normativity among boys, and how          
is this expressed and articulated by the teachers through their reflections on           
teaching of pupils in primary and lower secondary school?
Cardinal Questions
● How is ‘gender’ therefore disciplined through school/by the teacher?
● What subject positions, in regards to boys’ masculinity are being constituted          
by the teachers?
● How are some constituted premises more fragile and problematic than others?
Delimitation
Focus will mainly be on boys, and conclusion drawn upon the analytical discussion            
will solemnly concern boys - not that these are given special preferential treatment            
over girls, but because I wish to withhold a critical focus as much as possible on the                
matter of boyhood, the ways in which boyhood is perceived by teachers and how they              
help constitute maleness. An study of this does not demand for an equal focus of              
girls.
My project will be concerning notions of boys at all ages, as it is perceptions of the                
teachers’, that defines if age is relevant or not. Therefore teachers teaching from            
preschool to 10th grade are included in the research and no delimitation of age are              
made.
I have chosen not to distinguish between different ethnicity's of boys, as the project             
focuses on boyhood as an equally available category for all and because it is the              
teachers opinion of boyhood as it appears in school and not as multi cultural             
phenomenon. Therefor none of the questions in my research are oriented towards           
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ethnicity.
Boyhood will be discussed and analysed in accordance to non-diagnosed children,          
since otherwise would demand for specialised knowledge or focus on specific          
diagnoses. Furthermore the teachers notions of boyhood has to be in accordance to            
normally anticipated behaviour of boys. Teachers from schools of special needs or           
within specialised fields, were not able to go through with my research - it is however               
inevitable at some of the teachers figuring in my research teaches children with            
special needs (both diagnosed and not) that are phased in. Notions and utterances on             
behalf of experiences with non diagnosed children with special needs will be           
analysed the same or in accordance to theory of children with special needs. Teachers             
questioning diagnoses, thinking they are made without justification or in order to           
explain non-pathological maladjusted behaviour of boys, will be analysed as a          
certain expression of a notion of boys and their behaviour - I will not participate in               
the evaluations of whether or not the diagnose can be justified.
Teachers from both all sorts of private as well as municipal schools are accepted as              
informants, since it is not the schools’ form of teaching I study, but the teachers              
perceptions of boys.
Theory of Science, Approach, and Method
● perspectives on empirical data, analytical terms and basic concepts
I will be working with a poststructuralist context articulated by Dorte Marie           
Søndergaard and Bronwyn Davies. Framing analytical approaches from       
poststructuralist ideas will first and foremost be used with advantage to deconstruct           
the common sense, naturalisations, and meta-physical notions of gender that in          
poststructuralist thoughts (re-)produce sociocultural structures and categories      
(Søndergaard, 1999: 1-2). Through discourses both in the linguistic and sociological          
understanding, these notions become visible, as well as the way meaning is           
negotiated - but in the poststructuralist perspective these obvious notions is an           
expression of underlying and always changeable dynamics.
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The objective of this project is in a poststructuralist context, not to point out truth or               
false statements, but to discuss different meanings and positions taken in proportion           
to the subject of boys in the primary and lower secondary school, and the context in               
which these positions are to be seen. As I am a subject both constituted by and               
constituting the conditions, it will never be completely possible to obtain objectivity,           
but that does not result in deterioration of the projects results, but as one researcher’s              
perspective through study, which can be discussed in relations to other’s, with the            
aim to draw attention on the field. (Søndergaard, 1999: 8-9). I find that the more              
knowledge I accumulate and attain on the topic the more objective, impartial and            
neutral my research becomes - but this, I believe, is the core to working with              
problem-based project work.
“As an epistemological phenomenon, essentialism is viewed, poststructurally, as a         
normativity-legitimising tool.” (Søndergaard, 1999: 3-4). Notions of normativity and        
also what I denote as uncritically metaphysical accounts of gender, are not just to be              
complied with as definitive truths, but deconstructed as (re-)produced historical and          
linguistic articulated meanings. In the analysis as it proceeds in this project, focus            
will be on recognising such meanings of gender and to challenge these and discuss             
alternative views.
The analysis will be unfolding how and if the idea of gender as binary appears, are               
upheld or rejected in both theory and in practice through language and discourse.            
Practice in this proceeding project is represented through the short narratives in a            
questionnaire and few observations of one lesson. As researcher and interpreter of           
the questionnaires, it is important to note, that I am aware of the fact that what               
respondents say they do in practice is not necessarily implemented or executed.           
Therefore I can only interpret, what discursive meanings are expressed, and          
elaborate on the consequences if this was put in to action and what meanings it              
reproduces. Furthermore the respondents only had the option to answer within the           
scope of the questionnaire, which at times only leaves them with the possibility of             
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expressing insufficient, few, or simplified estimates of their notions, which will be           
taken into account, especially when noted in the commentary boxes. The focus will            
therefore mainly be on how the boys and themes, such as masculinity, in the             
questionnaire are spoken about. According to Søndergaard, no phenomena can be          
separated from its culture and will always be seen as mediated hereby (Søndergaard,            
1999: 6). With a focus on processes of mediation Søndergaard lists examples of            
analytically poststructuralist questions. Those especially applicable for this project        
are:
“How is the body spoken into existence? Through which discursive processes does it            
emerge, and in what kind of contexts? (...) What conditions do this or that             
particular speech (...) impose on particular individuals for understanding        
themselves and others? How do they then use them as frames of action and further              
meaning making? (...) And so on.” (Søndergaard, 1999: 6)
I will use the term subject, pointing to the individual being subject to something -              
e.g. structures in society. In post-structuralist context the subject contains inconstant          
and susceptible elements, but also abilities and skills that enables the subject to            
interpret and position itself– at all times in a continuous negotiation (Davies,           
1993/2003: 11). The term ‘subject’ used in this project adheres to both Davies’            
understanding of the subject (first encountered through Søndergaard in ‘Kønnet         
subjektivering – Forskerintroduktion’) (Søndergaard 2000) and that of       
Søndergaard. The term ‘subject’, not only indicates the subject as susceptible to           
outside influence, but as being in a dialectical process with the surroundings (Davies,            
1993/2003: 11-12), which will be unfolded in the the following theoretical paragraph.
The rhetoric I will strive to use in the unfolding analysis of gendered phenomena (in              
an attempt both to render my own discourse visible and the teacher’s) will not             
determine that which is masculine but rather make note of that which connotes the             
masculine (Søndergaard, 1999: 7) that is so to distance myself as a researcher from             
the discourse I am an inevitably part of. Søndergaard is calling this “linguistically            
alienating strategies” (Søndergaard, 1999: 7) used to ensure that;
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“(...) both the researcher and the reader are constantly reminded that “masculine           
expressions” are not consequence of biology, bodies or other essentialised         
phenomena but rather a consequence of people’s specific historical and         
socio-cultural processes of construction.” (Søndergaard, 1999: 7)
In my research I confronted the respondents with words and statements figuring in            
the public debate, and ask the teachers to describe or reflect on something that is              
deliberately formulated to resemble public debate (though without expressing any         
personal views). I am attempting to look for findings that may explain how the             
teachers relate to these words used in the public debate about boys i.e. words that              
figure in the discourses they face every day. Regarding a poststructuralist analytical           
deconstruction of discourses, it is essential to observe whether the teachers might           
challenge the rhetoric of the day or if they rather seem to adopt the very sort of                
wording and rhetoric when setting forward their own views and experiences. Such           
approach is meant to create an overview of the different subject positions appearing            
amongst my respondents.
When conducting qualitative research in classrooms one has to concern oneself with
the understanding of the actions of the informant. In order to do so, one also has to
understand the preconditions of these actions (Lindblad et al., 2000: 246)
(Søndergaard, 1994: 50). This is in particular relevant when concerning the primary
and lower secondary school, as it has been subject to political debate always and is
constantly revised which in turn keeps changing these preconditions. The intention is
to heighten insight to the field, not judge on behalf of an up-to-the-minute account.
To be a so-called ‘professional stranger’ a “(...) metodologisk krav om refleksivitet
(...)”  (Lindblad et al., 2000: 247) is expected of the researcher. The aforementioned12
preconditions leads to certain preliminary assumptions which in light of, one has to
observe the analysis and information gathered. (Lindblad et al., 2000: 247)
12 “(...) a methodological demand on reflexivity (...)”
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Inspired by consideration concerning research in classrooms by Sverker Lindblad         
and Fritjof Sahlström I find it essential to clarify, that I am aware of the risk of                
entirely creating abstract images of the classrooms and here fore not seize the            
complexity (Lindblad et al., 2000: 248-249). Thus, this project is mainly a exercise in             
academia and partially preliminary thesis work. This project will construct more          
meaningful hypothesises, closer to the core problematics concerning boys in the          
primary and secondary school.
Empirical Data
Ethnographic Fieldwork and The Qualitative Interview
● approach, considerations and focus
At the outset, the idea was to collect data from ethnographic fieldwork in one or more               
primary and lower secondary schools (depending on how many lessons I would be            
allowed to participate in). Already at the very beginning of the project a lockout of              
the teachers was notified, in case DLF and KL could not reach agreement in the              
conflict about regulation of working hours. Unfortunately the lockout was initiated          
by the 2nd of april 2013.
Up until then I had gathered fieldwork from one 8th grade lesson in a class              
populated by 15 boys and 7 girls. Only a few were missing that day. The setting was a                 
bit out of the ordinary as the pupils where playing a game of Jeopardy exercising the               
theme of Romanticism. The previous week the pupils had attained gender divided           
teachings, which is why the teacher divided them into two groups of boys and one              
group of girls. I sat in a sofa and made notes on my laptop and in addition recorded                 
on my phone as a backup to my memories.
My focus was on the teacher and how she accommodated the pupils behaviour - with              
special attention on her possible use of common sense notions of gender. At first I              
thought only a focus on the boys would be necessary but it became clear quite early in                
the lesson that I would have to maintain a focus on the overall situation since the               
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reactions to the girls behaviour contrasting the ways of addressing the boys, could be             
useful.The informant were well aware of my presence and were briefly introduced to            
my project. At first not concerned with the logic of situation to affect behaviour since              
it would still be interesting to see in what way the informants chose to perform. The               
lesson was however at a noise level, that I am not sure if even they noticed each other.                 
Furthermore utterances in the recordings were almost impossible to separate and          
only few stood out clearly, so in order to transcribe I had to rely mostly on my own                 
memory of the lesson.
In the lesson in mention the teaching structure was very loose and the level of              
competition very high. Both the teacher and pupils, mainly the latter, were agitated            
and exited that is why this particularly lesson will give a situational example of the              
teachers’ handling and interaction of the pupils and not of her every day behaviour             
(at least not seen in isolation). I had set out to select from the session for closer                
analysis. It proved, however, difficult. The empirical data of this this fieldwork will            
therefore be used to less extent than my other research, that I will elaborate on              
subsequently. Transcription of the data will only consist of the above.
The lockout was not lifted in time to repeat fieldwork sessions. Also I was supposed to               
conduct a qualitative interview with the teacher based on the expected. The interview            
was to be seen as the teacher’s speaking tube and in this way reflect a personal view                
and perspectives on the topic. The interviews will not be conducted as there is not              
enough foundation in the fieldwork to build it on.
Questionnaire
● approach, considerations and focus
To make up for the unfortunate happenings on the labour market it was decided to              
make use of my network through the social media Facebook to gather as many             
questionnaires as possible. The reason why I made use of Facebook is that I was              
aware that several teachers were not only denied access to the schools but also their              
intranet and work mail. I do not claim this to be a representative segment of              
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teachers. In want of an empirical study proper I am at least left with a collection of                
teachers’ views and perspectives on boys, and their way of articulating this, that I can              
work from in a future study. For obvious reasons I do not have any intention of               
producing statistics, neither do I claim that the knowledge gained can fully           
generalise, but it can shed light on the dialectics between teachers and pupils, that             
can frame studies to come.
The question-form will mostly be qualitative to get a deeper insight in the field, why              
the selection of few respondents are necessary. Some of the questions were meant to             
produce hypothetical statistics, and therefore objectively speaking are quantitative.        
They are, however, still qualitative, in the sense that they demand for the teacher’s             
personal opinion or perspective on a certain subject by e.g. valuating something on a             
scale (Brinkmann et al., 2010: 17-18, 34-36). In this way a focus on the teachers’              
perspectives is maintained as they get the opportunity to elaborate and explain their            
point of view.
I have gathered 29 interviews; they count some respondents expressing similar          
points. Therefore I will not analyse each respondents responses singularly, but point           
out tendencies, however slender, of that which seem to invite for generalisation, and            
deviations from these. Because of the small amount of respondents, my research will            
not validate or prove any theories, but instead form the basis of one or several              
hypothesises (Brinkmann et al., 2010: 17, 31-32) to be unfolded in the analytical            
discussion, and perhaps more fully further research in my forthcoming thesis.
All questions allow for commenting or adding further notions. I was well aware of             
the shortcomings of the way of collecting data, that was forced on me by the political               
situation. The form of research was not intended nor is it the most suitable. But it is a                 
possible way to work around an unfortunate situation and still get insight to the             
teachers notions and views. Questionnaires are often designed for the collection of           
quantitative data, it's form is structured and in particular lends to creating statistics            
from gathered information.
By adding the commentary boxes to each questions, I tried to replicate the conditions             
of a semi-structured face-to-face interview as well as possible, except for the           
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possibility of the interviewer being able to adjust the following questions in order to             
answers given. In addition to this complex, I formulated quite many questions; more            
precisely 23, and one voluntary commentary box at the end. This was to assure, in the               
best way possible, that the questions allowed for as many of the thoughts the             
respondents might have along the way, to be acceded (Brinkmann et al., 2010:            
31-36).
The tone used to formulate the questionnaire is kept informal and casual in order to              
imitate an atmosphere of a semi-structured face-to-face interview, yet avoiding the          
pitfall of expressing personal opinions within the discourses I take part in           
(Brinkmann et al., 2010: 37) by not using value-laden and descriptive words on the             
subject. This approach only gives access to a written representation of practice. The            
approach constitutes the conditions in which the phenomena is allowed to manifest           
through and it is important throughout the analysis to reflect on the impact of this              
and what it presents. (Brinkmann et al., 2010: 30).
The disappointing political difficulties abrupting my intended survey led me to          
expect little outcome to result from my 'Plan B'. I was, however, proved wrong. There              
is plenty of raw-data in fact more than can be accomplished in my present study. For               
example, in most responses in nearly all questions I find expression of gender issues             
one way or the other. Therefore data provided by the survey to me will be preferred               
over the observation, for now.
In my analysis to be unfolded, in the following, emphasis is on responses that applies              
the more directly to my theoretical frame, be it in conformation or in the negative.              
This selection counts responses with a large number of written characters, in my            
opinion expressing an effort of particular interest in my survey question.
Theoretical Framework
Gender in School Through History
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● an introduction
This paragraph will elaborate on an article by Harriet Bjerrum Nielsen in           
‘Pædagogik - en grundbog til et fag’, in which she carries out several findings in              
research from the 80’s and 90’s, both conducted by herself and others, concerning            
gender and school. Furthermore she outlines the notions of children’s gender in a            
historical perspective. The paragraph will therefore function as a wide review of the            
debates leading debates on children and gender, and the historical significance of           
these to the school.
“Når fokus lægges på køn skyldes det ikke, at klasse og etnicitet er mindre vigtigt              
empirisk og politisk set, men at kønnets betydning både er mere selvfølgeligt og            
mere legitimt og dermed mindre iøjnefaldende.”  (Nielsen, 2000: 281).13
Up to the year 1814 there had been no compulsory school attendance in Denmark. By              
then new legislation is given to protect school attendance regardless of gender and/or            
social class. In the year to follow gender divided teaching is implemented in            
Copenhagen implying on part of girls fewer lessons and a course of study            
emphasizing their future role as housewives, mothers, not least their biology at the            
expense of an otherwise rich syllabus. Yet more Adjustments were taken the following            
year, with this female “purpose”, physical, as well as psychological nature in mind. In             
1903 girls are granted access institutions of higher education and following in the            
mid-1900 most gender divided classes and schools closes down. (Nielsen, 2000:          
283-85)
Through the 1950’s the thought of dividing gender is taken to be obsolete. A new              
ideal emerges lecturing to raise and teach children on an equal basis notwithstanding            
their difference of sex and the fact that most parents still were living by traditional              
gender roles in their homes. Under the auspices of education the focus shifted from             
‘gender-’ to ‘social class-differences’ as it established that this latter had an effect on             
13 “When gender is brought into focus, it is not because class and ethnicity is less                
important empirically or political, but that the significance of gender is both more            
obvious and legitimate, and thereby less conspicuous.”
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both the children's social and literary development. (Nielsen, 2000: 285-86)         
According to Nielsen “(...) klasseperspektivet skabte kønsblindhed.” (Nielsen, 2000:        14
287). This is to not say that gender no longer was an issue, on the contrary, boys                
proved to be in considerable need of special education. An increasing interest rising            
in the late 70’s of girls’ achievements in the classroom was disputed as irrelevant by              
many critics, as they thought girls were doing well and the teachers had their hands              
full, with the already large amount of boys attending special education, and           
moreover problematics following with social class and background of the children.          
Regardless of the critique, research to come was to show that, placing trust in gender              
neutrality was ill founded, as findings revealed that stereotypification of gender          
occurred in the pedagogical handling, as well as teaching of the children. A discovery             
causing particular debate in the light of the envisaged gender neutrality was that            
“(...) lærerne systematisk gav pigerne mindre opmærksomhed end drengene.”        15
(Nielsen, 2000: 289). A meta analysis established that lack of attention varied from            16
amount, degree of difficulty of exercises to frequency of complementing, as well as            
correcting intervention with the girls. (Nielsen, 2000: 288-90)
Nielsen herself conducted a renewed analysis of tape recorded material from Projekt           
Skolesprog that demonstrated that:
“Selvom piger og drenge her fik nogenlunde samme antal spørgsmål fra læreren,           
så betød drengenes overvældende mængde af uopfordrede kommentarer at de fik          
langt mere opmærksomhed end pigerne.”  (Nielsen, 2000: 290).17
Nielsen also points to various later studies suggesting that the pupil’s level of            
performance is of vital importance to the teacher’s response, furthermore showing,          
14  “(...) class-emphasis caused a blindness of gender aspects.”
15  “(...) teachers systematically gave less attendance to girls than to boys.”
16   … of 81 quantitative studies of classrooms in USA, Canada, England, Australia and
Sweden, conducted by British pedagogical researcher Alison Kelly in 1988. (Nielsen, 2000:
289-290)
17 “Even though girls and boys were given approximately the same amount of questions              
by the teacher, the boys’ overwhelming quantity of unasked commenting, entailed that           
they were given far more attention than the girls.”
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that this also depends on the pupil’s social class and background. An apparent            
tendency is seen in the way the boys both appear more clearly and as individuals in               
the teachers awareness and speech. Girls are often portrayed as a group even though             
some girls are dominating in the concerned classroom’s. Nielsen also recounts how           
researchers time and again experience teachers’ scepticism towards the research         
product, and their lack of insight in their own gender differentiating interaction with            
the pupils. According to Nielsen, this is due to the fact that our view on patterns of                
gender roles are so deeply incorporated in our daily lives and rooted in our minds,              
that it has become invisible to us. Only when challenged, say by dissenters, do in fact               
such mind maps on our own part become visible, as we are forced to reckon the               
normative. (Nielsen, 2000: 290-91)
Research dating from the 70’s and 80’s gave a clear view of gender differences and              
notions in the classrooms, however, when it came to explaining why that is so and              
what might be the consequences of this, the point of view appeared more intangible.             
Nielsen criticises theory of gender roles for attempted being used as universal theory            
of explanation. More specifically she criticises the notion of children as passive           
recipients of gendered hierarchical norms and social orders. This theory, she stresses,           
has often been disputed and called in question since several studies show that pupils             
despite of the teacher’s differential treatment of the gender, take active part in the             
construction and socialisation of their gender. Children are obviously gendered         
already from their early preschool years (Nielsen, 2000: 292). According to Nielsen;
“Det, der foregår i klasserummet, er en del af en kønsidentitetsdannelsesproces,          
som allerede er i gang både i forhold til forældre og kammerater, før barnet             
kommer ind i klasserummet og som fortsætter i og uden for klasserummets fire            
vægge.”  (Nielsen, 2000: 294).18
18 “That, which takes place in the classroom, is part of a process of gender-identity               
formation, that is already proceeding in both relation to parents and classmates even            
before the child enters the classroom and which continues in and outside the four walls of               
the classroom.”
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Regardless of her critique of the theory of gender roles, Nielsen agree that there are              
certain ways boys manage themselves and girls likewise. Her main point is that such             
actions are to be interpreted differently, than on the basis of gender roles theory.             
Girls are more focused on social aspects and therefore have more developed           
relational abilities while boys socialise in hierarchies, wherefore their behaviour is          
much more individualistic and competitive. Nielsen emphasises that these are         
abilities and behaviour that they train within the social groups of the class            
independently of significant adults. Boys’ behaviour is in this relation the more           
obvious in the public space such as the classroom (Nielsen, 2000: 295). Another            
interesting discovery in research of the 80’s and early 90’s, is teachers uttering that             
they prefer to teach boys, particularly because of their lack of social abilities. Girls,             
they said, tend to develop resistance strategies against or even hostile to the teachers             
and the school, that makes tutorial intervention almost impossible. Not in all cases            
are the boys’ dominating behaviour beneficial. Nielsen’s above mentioned renewed         
analysis did show that school is not in favour of the boys unless their individualistic              
behaviour contributes to interesting and relevant debates. (Nielsen, 2000: 296-97)
What Nielsen observes is that our gendered cultural inheritance has contributed to a            
form or model of evaluation of our children’s development and competences based           
on their degree of independence. However, we recognise independency differently         
depending on the child’s gender. Girls’ actions are independent when they unassisted           
manage to execute tasks such as getting dressed. Whereas, boys are reckoned to be             
independent if they i.e. challenge parental orders to get dressed and refuses. “(...)            
deres sociale umodenhed forståes som det endegyldige bevis på, at de er ved at             
blive store.” . (Nielsen, 2000: 297). Transferred to the auspices of school this means            19
that boys can be thought of as intelligent despite obvious lack of knowledge, and             
unquiet behaviour as this will be interpreted as a sign of need for more challenging              
tasks. (Nielsen, 2000: 297)
19  “(...) their social immaturity is perceived as definitive proof, that they are growing up.”
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Generally speaking, Nielsen describes school structures and norms as based on          
masculine ideals. With a focus on individuality and accomplishment, it becomes          
essential how one voices oneself in public. The school is in this manner a micro              
version of the public sphere, and risk is that girls with social and relational abilities              
are not favoured or acknowledged. Much of the research referred to by Nielsen is             
conducted through the 80’s and 90’s and it is evidently expressed by assets such as              
‘personal’ and ‘private’ not belonging in the auspices of school. From this perspective            
it seems that girls are the ones “loosing” the game of school. (Nielsen, 2000)
“Der dannes magtstrukturer, hvor pigerne indordner sig under drengenes        
dominans. Som nævnt er drengenes grænsemarkeringer over for pigerne stærkere         
end pigernes over for drengene, og den er også mere fysisk og til tider voldelig.”              20
(Nielsen, 2000: 298)
The debate is faceted and diverse and paves the way for discussing the problem that              
despite its masculine norms, and core values, school as it was, might not have been              
the optimum for boys as well.
“At drengene passer bedre ind i den elev- og undervisningsforståelse, som præger           
vores kønnede kultur er ikke det samme som at sige, at skolen passer perfekt til              
drenges behov.”  (Nielsen, 2000: 299)21
In continuation of boys’ increasing need for special education up through the 70’s,            
and the feminine connoted values such as ‘keep still’, ‘cooperative’, ‘being          
considerate’, and ‘verbalising feelings’, which after all are considered to be          
20 “Structures of power are formed, where the girls conform to the dominance of the
boys. As mentioned, boys’ indications of boundaries towards the girls are clearer then the
girls’ towards the boys, and furthermore it is more physical and violent at times.”
21 “That the boys fit better to the understanding of pupils and education which              
characterise our gendered culture is not the same as saying that school fits perfectly to              
the needs of boys.”
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dominating school etiquette, Nielsen calls in question if boys’ dominating and          
challenging behaviour possibly is a sign of rebel against “(...) pigernes faglige og            
sociale overtag.” (Nielsen, 2000: 299). She problematises the significance of the          22
teacher’s gender and point to an increasing awareness of female teachers’          
stigmatisation of boys unquiet behaviour as opposed to male teachers more          
humorous and tolerant approach to the boys. (Nielsen, 2000: 299)
To wrap up Nielsens findings, a paradox emerges as boys' rule-challenging behaviour           
is taken to signal intelligence and to legitimately suggest higher literary competencies           
while at the same time upholding a blindfolded ignorance of girls with quiet            
behaviour. Nielsen's findings seem to be quite clear about the fact that boys tend to              
dominate discussions , however, girls are obviously better socially skilled.         
Subsequently, it seems crucial that there are differences as to when male and female             
teacher intervene with the challenging behaviour, and not least when they perceive           
such as disturbing.
A corollary question of the paradox in mention is whether indeed the most optimal             
learning environment is obtained through gender divided teaching.
As already mentioned, past notions of joint teachings seems to suggest that such            
classroom settings would be on terms of the boys. In the 90’s however presents to us a                
tendency amongst an increasing number of researchers striving to shed light on the            
problematic consequences for the boys by joint teachings, Nielsen so says (Nielsen,           
2000: 300).
In Denmark debate is particularly focused on the thought of equality, and to discuss             
a solution where alternation between divided and joint teaching takes place. The idea            
behind is that in divided groups the children gets a sense of their gender being              
supported and they can challenge their own gender without the interruption of the            
opposite. Furthermore, the division will further, when eventually joined, an increased          
visibility of present gender structures (Nielsen, 2000: 300-301).
22 “(...) girls literal and social advantages.”
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Also a division of gender in some certain fields of activity or teaching particular             
subjects shows acknowledgement of the differences of social forms that boys and           
girls may have, and such division seems especially profitable working with subjects or            
within fields that connotes either female or masculine values, or where gendered           
issues in particular emerge. Experiences with gender divided teaching through the          
90’s shows that boys are aware of the lack of the girls, their social abilities and               
calming effect. Also boys’ social abilities seems to improve in the sense that they             
become less competitive, more relaxed and focused on the relations. (Nielsen, 2000:           
301-302)
Nielsens conclusive point is that to prevent gendered hierarchies and dichotomised          
categories to pin down gender through the teachers’ handling of the pupils, the            
teachers have to acknowledge the pupils as gendered. (Nielsen, 2000: 307) As for            
example, Nielsen acknowledges the poststructuralists view on gender as critically         
challenging and thus, a crucial contribution to the debate. “Men dens stærke fokus            
på, hvordan kønnet er til stede i sproget, har ført til en underbetoning af at det               
faktisk også er til stede i mennesker.” (Nielsen, 2000: 306) Despite her own beliefs             
that gender is culturally constructed, she emphasises in favor of the postructuralist           
researchers that “(...) sådanne konstruktioner får også reelle, livspraktiske        
konsekvenser.” (Nielsen, 2000: 306) In the teachings one has to have the ability to             
accommodate and embrace multiple gender identities and become aware of         
stereotypical gender notions, which she denotes as a collective straitjacket. (Nielsen,          
2000: 306-10)
Gender and School in a Poststructuralistic Perspective
● Dorte Marie Søndergaard, Dorthe Staunæs and Bronwyn Davies
The following will elaborate on the premisses of working with boys and gender and             
challenges of talking of gender in certain ways, within certain frames, from a            
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poststructuralistic perspective.
Categories, such as gender, is understood as binary; male/female. Gender as binary is            
too, widely understood as a natural fact, rather than a learned or acquired            
perception (Davies, 1993/2003: 6-7). Different chains of references are connected to          
the gender categories that by describing one, will be creating the other through            
exclusion. (Søndergaard, 1999: 4-5) Furthermore, gender as a dichotomy is a general           
way of dividing both people and phenomena in broader ways of thinking and even             
things that are not gendered in the physiological sense are ascribed gendered values            
(Lindblad et al., 2000: 282).
According to Søndergaard and Davis the subject’s personal identity is shaped,          
formed, influenced, and negotiated through it’s living conditions while producing         
them - the relation is called dialectic. By taking part in living, speaking, or             
negotiating of collective identities, the subject either “(...) re-affirm the already          
constituted conditions [or] act against those conditions, break with them, contradict          
them, and amplify them.” (Søndergaard, 1999: 7. [or] red.) This point is in            
particular crucial to the aforementioned reactions to my questionnaire and to the           
way I set out to handle the teachers as subjects. Central to Davies is how the subject                
“takes up”, that is to say adopts options in the living discourses as it’s own. The               
discourses then becomes something that constitutes the personality, which is unique          
and personal to the subject. The discourse options becomes what we see representing            
desires of the subject (Davies , 1993/2003: 11) In this way Davies both see both the               
discourses as an outer context, and as represented through and within the subject’s            
personality. (Søndergaard 2000: 84) (Davies, 1993/2003: 11). According to Davies,         
her research within the educational and school systems shows that discourses are           
often so deeply rooted and embodied in the subject’s opinions and processes of            
positioning, that subjects become blind to them and fail to raise above e.g.            
common-sense and discursive taken-for-granted knowledge, that alternative options       
of processing is detained as the practical processes are sort to say, locked in routine.              
(Søndergaard 2000; 85) Available discourses, such as the vocabulary and terms          
made accessible to them, shape the possibilities of gendered subjectification. (Davies,          
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1993/2003: 11) (Davies, 1989/2003: 1-2, 14-15)
Through studies, by Søndergaard and partner Jette Kofoed, of recognition and          
acknowledgement of certain forms of subjectification and the premises this         
constitutes for the gender in day care, certain types of pedagogues were discovered            
(Kofoed et al., 2008: 47) that will be elaborated on shortly after a brief introduction              
of their study and findings.
The study was of gender and equality in Danish daycare institutions. Kofoed was one             
of three other conductors of the study and Søndergaard consultant on the project.            
During the observations expressions of gender were never observed to occur isolated           
from other social categories. Also within the expressions of gender that were           
displayed, several dominating notions of normativity seemed to guide the children's          
actions. Not only the children’s notions were withholding certain normativities but          
also a collection of practises instituted by the pedagogues was observed to withhold            
the normative. (Kofoed et al., 2008: 48) Mostly and ideal of children playing across             
gender is found and reproduction of too stereotypical gender notions are not           
desirable, but children should be allowed to express themselves in gendered ways.           
Although the ideal is this, the empirical data showed a division between the ideal and              
a praxis showing the significance of gender differences (Kofoed et al., 2008: 52).            
Based on these observations Kofoed and Søndergaard wrote an article summing up           
the different invented fictional characters by which analytical points are clarified and           
mediated through (Kofoed et al., 2008: 48). They named the characters Inspector of            
Inclusion, Captain of Camouflage, Mother of Pearl, and the Spoilsport . The          23
characters do not represent specific persons observed in the study, but are more to be              
seen as fictional personalities representing specific actions; a real life person can act            
in accordance to what several of the fictive characters represent. In this sense one can              
regard them as inner voices, representations of different initiatives, and notions          
(Kofoed et al., 2008: 50). Below the fictional characters will be unfolded one by one.              
Keywords representing each, will for the analytical purpose be italicised.
23 Translated from Danish; Inklusionsinspektøren, Camouflagekaptajnen, Perlemor and
Lyseslukkeren.
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The Inspector of Inclusion watches over the norm of including and to           
accommodate everybody. The voice of the Inspector of Inclusion can also be           
recognised in the political debate of schools’ ability to accommodate differences in           
the primary and lower secondary school in Denmark (Kofoed et al., 2008: 48). The             
Inspector of Inclusion will seek to stop actions that delimits the children from            
participating in activities that might not at first sight be perceived as all-inclusive            
(Kofoed et al., 2008: 50). In other words, the Inspector of Inclusion is not of the               
opinion that because an activity or game connotes with masculine values it           
automatically excludes feminine participants, and he/she will encourage inclusion.
The Captain of Camouflage guards a certain narrow form of masculinity          
connoted with tough and active boys (Kofoed et al., 2008: 48-49). The Captain of             
Camouflage would, in opposition of the Inspector of Inclusion, emphasise an          
activity’s connoting values and will orientate boys fitting these specifications; real          
boys. He navigates between the boys’ obvious appearances that reinforces their          
gender category within the normative. Boys that in some ways behave in opposition            
to ‘real boys’ are to be explained for as they are regarded as abnormal. (Kofoed et al.,                
2008: 51) Mother of Pearl is the counterpart to Captain of Camouflage and as the              
case, though counterwise with him, only few girls fit her instructions of normativity            
and those who does not, will note being different (Kofoed et al., 2008: 49).
The Spoilsport is the one who draws attention to and makes children aware of             
when their actions are inappropriate. With e.g. small remarks, certain tones of voice            
and value-laden words he/she engages in shaping the children’s interests and          
engagement in certain activities. The Spoilsport, as well as the two above mentioned            
fictional characters, operates in accordance with specific notions of normativity         
(Kofoed et al., 2008: 49).
In all of the cases normativity is what gives the premises of the gender. The norms are                
not what determines the gender, but what influences in which ways the pedagogues            
handle the children. (Kofoed et al., 2008: 52) Søndergaard and co-writer Kofoed           
calls for a Detective of Diversity; one who can render possible acknowledgement           
of peripheral subject positionings, but also facilitate practices that allows for          
multiple positions (Kofoed et al., 2008: 53-54).
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Our modern society’s notions of gender are based on an ideal of equality. Preferential             
or differentiating treatment of one gender over the other is perceived as           
discriminatory and illegitimate (Søndergaard, 1991: 12). Though, it seems as if there           
is a “(...) modsætning mellem virkeligheden og tænkningen om virkeligheden.”         
(Søndergaard, 1991: 7). When observing different ways of socially organising, choices          
that are made, and actions taken in the everyday society, a gendered pattern can be              
recognised. Both in peoples individual as well as collective consciousness gender is           
unconsciously used as a frame of interpretation and as a basis of selection and             
classification (Søndergaard, 1991: 13, 17).
“Køn er både en biologisk størrelse og en social kategori. Den biologiske kønsforskel            
bliver i enhver kultur og til enhver tid brugt som udgangspunkt for en social             
tolkningsproces (...)” (Søndergaard, 1991: 17)
A body displays a number of signs that makes it easy for one to read somebody’s               
gender by (Søndergaard 1994: 50). Unspecified gender features divides people in two           
in a constantly negotiated, yet leading cultural principle of meaning (Søndergaard,          
1991: 18)(Søndergaard 1994: 51-52) and this is where divergences of interpretations          
and notions of gender becomes crucial. Søndergaard e.g. believes that biologically          
determination of gender, is a “(...) nemt tilgængeligt udgangspunkt for opdeling af           
mennesker.” (Søndergaard, 1991: 18) and can be used specifically to support certain           
meanings or practical consequences in a culture. (Søndergaard, 1991: 18)
“Får lærerne gode nok redskaber til at håndtere, ja endsige se dem, der falder uden              
for det tokønnede mønster, og dem som ikke falder til rette inden for smalle             
gennemsnitskategorier?” (Staunæs, 2005: 57)
In essay by Staunæs, she takes to inform of a suggestion by popular researcher Ann              
Elisabeth Knudsen of how to arrange a lesson of the divided gender. The lesson is to               
be divided into intervals of 12 minutes. For the boys account this would result i.e. 12               
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minutes of physical action disguised in masculine connoted games that the boys will            
identify with. (Staunæs, 2005: 55)
Staunæs thinks, that the popularity of a biologically determining models of          
explanation, results from it’s frequent accounts for suggestions of educational         
improvements based on common sense notions, which, she illustrates by phrase          
examples such as ‘tøsefnidder’ and ‘testosteronbomber’ used by Knudsen (Staunæs,         
2005: 55). Explanation for the issue of poor results seem to be placed with the              
gendered differences of the children, perhaps of the structural and economic          
boundaries of school that allows for little modification and adjustment. It is by far             
easier to relocate the children. When gender divided teaching shows positive results,           
Staunæs questions it is due to the biologically consideration and render probable           
that the impact is caused by rearranging and intervening with traditional social           
hierarchies between boys and girls. (Staunæs, 2005: 55-56) Perhaps boys do not feel            
the pressure to perform in certain ways or act like “real” boys towards the girls.
“Kønsopdelt undervisning ophæver periodisk forpligtelsen til gensidig kønsmæssig       
profilering i elevgruppen - men samtidig understreger den, at identitet er et           
enten-eller-tema.” (Staunæs, 2005: 57)
Staunæs’ argument calls for a focus on the new premises gender division creates for             
social life and encourages to critical view on e.g. notions of ‘Det Gennemsnitlige’ child             
normative behaviour is regulated in correlation to and binary gender categories that           
outshines individual differences. (Staunæs, 2005: 56) Differences in social categories         
besides gender can be useful to search for. Pedagogical stereotypical gender notions           
can compose a significant pressure on the children to conform to, to be recognised as              
“real” boys and still perform in accordance to literary expectations (Staunæs, 2005:           
56-57). “De bliver hvervet til nogle paradoksale subjektiveringsprocesser (...)”        
(Staunæs, 2005: 57).
Staunæs denotes the instituted solutions, such as gender divided lessons in the           
school, technologies of intervention and despite her critique these are to be           
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acknowledged as expressions of issues experienced by e.g. the teachers. But what is to             
be stressed is that such technologies of intervention can possibly result in phenomena            
such as boys being perceived as maladjusted. (Staunæs, 2007: 73)
Biology founded studies such as the ones Knudsen uses to speak in favor of dividing              
gender, is based on the fact that the female brain reaches maximum volume at the              
average age of 11, whereas boys’ brain reaches it at 12.1 years of age. Staunæs among               
others criticises the findings for being right up the street of and just as uncertain as               
research stating that the male brains being larger than female’s, is a sign of higher              
intelligence. “I neuropsykolog-kredse er der uenighed om, hvorvidt man direkte kan          
slutte sig til noget om adfærd/undervisning ud fra hjernens struktur alene.”          
(Staunæs, 2007: 74). Still, the frequently corollary of the biological research’s          
findings on brain evolvement is, that boys are more physically oriented and later on             
than girls, able to concentrate and focus on literary subjects. (Staunæs, 2007: 74)            
Male nature as unmanageable remarkably resembles more than a 100 year old           
assumption that girls had poor literary abilities because of their physique. What this            
discursive shift of gender perceptions, is that gender is not only a biologically            
determined category but also socially. Gender categories are shaped in accordance to           
our relational perceptions of each other as gendered likewise actions. (Staunæs,          
2007: 75) “Køn er, (...) ofte effekten af det, den forventes at være årsag til.”              
(Staunæs, 2007: 75).
Through Staunæs’ own studies she found that boys were not expected by the teachers             
to evolve through self reflection, as the girls benefitted from, but as a consequence of              
their physiological development of maturation. Therefore the handling and literary         
exercises were adjusted to the expectations of the boys - they were i.e. simply not              
given the same optimum opportunities for reflection as the girls were. (Staunæs,           
2007: 77-78) Crucial for Staunæs, by presenting examples like these, is to reflect            
upon the technologies of intervention; whether and/or how they reflect and operate           
in regards to both complex social and biological gender problematics in a fusion of             
varied gender notions (Staunæs, 2007: 79).
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Language too has it’s limitations when speaking of gender categories, since only a            
bipolar arrangement of the gender into male or female is available, following           
mappings of both physiological, psychological, as well as social structures and          
behaviour is based on a linguistic insufficient set of bipolar words (Davies,           
1989/2003: 8-9, 15, 19-20). Such bipolar arrangements of behaviour could be that           
repressive dominant behaviour in public spaces is expected by boys as an expression            
of power (Davies, 1989/2003: 94, 114) in opposition of girls that “(...) are allocated             
positions of weakness, complementary to and supportive of that power.” (Davies,          
1989/2003:114). Most of the adult world is therefore not necessarily consciously or           
even meant to be taught to children. Meanings that are not even contained in the              
literal sense of a word, might still be embedded in it, as a result of it being used in                  
certain social structures (Davies, 1989/2003: 4). According to Davis our language          
leaves us at “(...) conceptual shorthand (...)” (Davies, 1989/2003: 9) to comprehend,           
interpret and communicate our world. “The words are bipolar, the people are not.”            
(Davies, 1989/2003: 9).
Perhaps such technologies of intervention as Staunæs mentions, is a waste of energy,            
as it may be that boys’ unquiet behaviour is either a rebelling against coercive societal              
discursive practices of common sense, or even in accordance to discursive male           
dominant behaviour in public spaces that is expected by boys. Therefore forces put            
into such interventions are to be deployed elsewhere, i.e. conceptions taken for           
granted and common sense.
“Until children have accepted the terms of reference embedded in the language,           
they are potentially a disruptive force, undermining ‘what adults claim is “obvious”           
and “known” to “everybody” (Waksler, 1986: 74).” (Davies, 1989/2003: 2)
The assumption, to sum up, of the poststructuralist thought on gender, is that just             
because children are observed in most cases to do gender in a certain way, it does not                
necessarily tantamount to this being the only way of being gendered - neither is it              
argument for calling some gendered behaviour that might seem ‘natural’, by that or            
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the correct act of a boy or girl, respectively. Maybe, what we are watching is nothing               
but the reproductive capacity of our discursive social structures, language and          
interactive practices.
Gender in a non-Poststructuralist Perspective
● Niels Egelund
Niels Egelund contributing with qualitative as well as quantitative research,         
practice-based knowledge and literary knowledge on boys and school (Professor at          
DPU and manager of Centre for Strategic Research of Education (Center for           
Strategisk Uddannelsesforskning) at DPU), takes part in the public and theoretical          
debate concerning the school and boys behaviour.
Niels Egelund does not place well within particular wings of theory of science. He is              
found to sympathise with thinking of the natural sciences, however, also found to            
exercise some naturalisation. In this perspective Egelund places himself in an area of            
tension between psychology, pedagogics, sociology and science, with elements of         
generalised personal experience being expert within the field educational.
Unquiet behaviour is an increasing problem in the primary and lower secondary           
school due to either teachers’ handling of the pupils or originating in non school             
environments (Egelund, 1999) (Egelund, 1998: 33). Number of pupils in classroom          
settings and classroom size are factors given no explanatory power, rather arguing           
that Nepalese are taught standing, reaching 50-60 pupils in small classrooms          
without any but ordinary commotion of work. “(...) antallet af elever [only affects]            
lærerens arbejdsbyrde (...)” (Egelund, 1999: 5. [only affects] red.). Better results may           
be achieved by singling out individual pupils or perhaps dividing into smaller groups            
of children for special attention in lessons, when needed. (Egelund, 1999: 5)
Egelund contributes with good advices as to how teachers are to prepare themselves            
for handling of unquiet pupils. Mainly, reactions to behaviour has to be consistent.            
The teacher is to outline clear instructions of behaviour, and suitable sanctions be it             
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positive or negative. Preparations of the kind are labelled under the concept of            
‘classroom management’. Egelund stresses how unwanted behaviour is often        
attracting attention, wherefore a focus on rewarding the correct behaviour should be           
strived for. (Egelund, 1998: 33-34) By accentuating pupils that are positive role           
models a teacher can draw attention to (or build awareness of) the sort of behaviour              
that is wanted (Egelund, 1998: 35).
On aligned expectations concerning skills and abilities on the part of the pupils,            
Egelund remarks that too high expectations are followed by low rates of success,            
likewise too low expectations might result in boredom or the pupil feeling neglected.            
Literary challenges are to be differentiated since a single standard approach, such as            
collective demands of standardisation, is likely to cause resistance and the neglect of            
original personal achievements. Up to a certain point individual behaviour should be           
allowed . (Egelund, 1998: 35)24
Addressing the issue of complex teaching tasks, teachers are recommended to consult           
and draw on each other’s knowledge and moreover Egelund points to the fact that             
legislation passed in the year 1993 of the municipal primary and lower secondary            
school  directly recommends teachers to work in teams. (Egelund, 1998: 35)25
Typical issues in the classroom (Egelund, 1998: 36), are pupils:
● ... being overly dependent of teacher’s assistance.
● … having poor concentration and having a hard time keeping focused.
● … doing their work carelessly.
● … having impulsive reactions.
● …. tease and are disturbing classmates.
● … who are quiet, introverted and therefore often overlooked in both literary           
and social context, unless special efforts are initiated by the teacher.
24  Translated from the Danish phrase; they should be given ‘rimelig plads’.
25  Not specifically amended for private schools, yet they are obligated to meet the same
standards and live up to “(...) hvad der almindeligvis kræves i folkeskolen.”
(‘Bekendtgørelse af lov om friskoler og private grundskoler m.v.’ on
https://www.retsinformation.dk/Forms/R0710.aspx?id=145519)
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When encountered with such problematics teachers are encouraged to consult         
colleagues, teachers of special need education, headmaster, personnel of PPR’ .         26
Some problematic behaviour has to be corrected systematically and Egelund suggests          
using principles, though often miscredited, of what he denotes as regularities of           27
ways of learning as explained by behavioristic research by Pavlov and Skinner           
(Egelund, 1998: 36-37).
Egelund goes through several forms of intervention to prevent or brake with           
unintended behaviour (Egelund, 1998: 38-39). Those be:
● Moment of surprise: The teacher should surprise the pupils by doing          
something unexpectet to gain their attention
● Planned ignoring: Ignore unwanted behaviour while rewarding wanted       
behaviour in order to create attention to this and thereby eliminate the           
negative behaviour.
● Interference: interfere with the unwanted behaviour. The teacher should make         
the pupils aware that their disturbance are noticed, e.g. by either a simple and             
precise sign, remark or by directly addressing the distracting pupil, without          
allowing this interrupt with ongoing practices of the teacher.
● Control by the means of nearness: The teacher should place the interrupting           
pupils within reach, both because of the symbolic effect it has and because a             
touch can have a calming effect on some pupils.
● The teacher should be humorous and use self-irony (never sarcasm, Egelund          
stresses) to loosen up a tense situation.
● If possible, teacher should remove distracting objects that causes the         
unwanted behaviour.
● Temporary isolation: Not be means of the traditional ‘naughty corner’, but e.g.           
by distracting the pupil with engagement in small activities, such as plugging           
in a projector or run an errand.
26  Pædagogisk psykologisk rådgivning/Pedagogical psychological counselling
27  The Danish word used by Egelund is ‘lovmæssigheder’
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Egelund is of the opinion that only Scandinavian teachers allow disturbing          
behaviour, such as irrelevant talk and pupils who are;
“(...) uforberedte, sidder med benene oppe på bordet, med overtøj og kasket på,            
mens de indtager deres madpakker (...) i undervisningstiden. (...) og det er udtryk            
for pladderhumanisme at tillade det (...)” (Egelund, 1999: 4).
On the subject of gender, Egelund seems to think that the gender-oriented debate on             
school comes within same category as the debate on equality. In the light of the              
perspective on boys and girls being given equal opportunities, Egelund points to the            
indication of boys being placed in a less favourable position than girls when it comes              
to education. The preferential treatment and favouritism of female        
gender-characteristics (Egelund, 2011: 33), are clearly showing in statistics produced         
by The Ministry of Education (Undervisningsministeriet) i 2008/09 (Egelund, 2011:         
27) that 76% of pupils in special needs education are boys and that boys literary              
abilities far down the line are significantly worse than girls. Egelund points to            
variations of reading abilities as caused by girls both reading significantly more and            
other kinds of reading material, such as fiction, in their spare time, than boys do.              
(Egelund, 2011: 27-28) In the subject of mathematics boys abilities are significantly           
better than girls, Egelund states that;
“(...) der er en klar sammenhæng med, at piger har lavere tiltro til deres             
matematiske evner end drenge, og at de i mindre grad en drenge tror, at de i deres                
erhvervskarriere vil få brug for at være dygtige til matematik.” (Egelund, 2011: 29)
Girls’ low self-confidence in own abilities to solve a mathematical task is a hindrance             
to them for even trying, and therefore the cause to why they score less on this subject                
(Egelund, 2011: 30). When boys, on the other hand display poor reading abilities,            
Egelund thinks it is highly indicating motivational issues in relation to structures in            
school, curriculum and working methods. He even questions if the issue lies with            
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‘doing homework’ not being perceived as a masculine characteristic. (Egelund, 2011:          
30-31) As notions in society also relies on such stereotypical renderings, it is a             
challenging opgave for the school to motivate the boys otherwise (Egelund, 2011: 34).
Analysis shows, that teachers consider “(...) sociale mønstre og motiver forbundet          
med positioner, hierarchy, status og autonomi (...)” (Egelund, 2011: 32) as related to            
boys’ social competencies and furthermore considered less profitable or desirable, in          
comparison to female connoted competencies of conformity and cooperation.        
Teachers points to the pupils, in particular boys issues as source to difficulties in the              
teachings - Egelund denotes this as an approach ‘strongly oriented towards the           
individual’, as the form of teaching is not questioned. (Egelund, 2011: 31-32)
Egelund believes motivational differences between boys and girls to be key issues,           
and stresses findings in research of the brain are still uncertain as to stating the              
coherence between physical evolvement and gendered behaviour. Egelund criticises        
the dominating research on gender for rejecting essential factors, by focusing on           
dialectic relations and behaviour as changeable. Classical science, such as the          
biological research, relies on notions of both structure and normativity, that are           
neglected theoretical principles in the research of today. (Egelund, 2011: 34-35)          
Egelund himself, does not wish to underestimate the role socialisation and culture           
plays on behaviour and upbringing of children, and stresses that there are many            
examples of differential treatment of boys and girls, yet, through average          
observations of children, they seem to divide into two categories that be, typical            
female and male behaviour. (Egelund, 2011: 36)
Gender divided lessons will accommodate children’s need to both express themselves          
in what connotes to traditional gendered ways when assembled, but also challenge           
stereotypical notions through different exercises in the divided teachings, basing on          
the thought that the social tension is loosened up and that there is not pressure of the                
opposite gender being present. This form of teaching will create awareness of the            
multiple gendered options available to both sexes and at the same time to a greater              
extent than before consider the needs of the boys (Egelund, 2011: 40-42).
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Presentation of the Empirical Data
21 respondents (51,2 %) were teachers at municipal schools, 13 at private schools and             
5 at independent boarding schools for lower secondary students, counting 39 of           
which 29 completed the full survey. The 7 first questions is a review of respondents              
setting straight records of age ranging from 26 to 53 (14 in their 20’s, 13 in their 30’s,                 
8 in their 40’s and 3 representatives of the 50’s), groupings of sex counting 28,9%              
males and 71,1% females etc..
Only 29 respondents completed the survey from question 11 - because of the focus on              
the qualitative, this is of no importance to notions and perceptions portrayed, but of             
importance to fully count how many women and men completed the survey, their age             
and if they teach at municipal or private schools, which will be uncertain.            
Fortunately not of great importance to the project subject in reference to the            
delimitation. The teachers have a teaching experience ranging from a few months up            
to 25 years. I expect this range of experience to correspond with range of age.              
Furthermore all levels of class are represented by one or more teachers and in fact              
most of them teaches more than one class - 21 of the teachers teaches in 3 or more                 
classes.
None of the teachers teach same sex classes , and a rough estimate of gender              
allocation in the classes is 50/50 (most teachers provided with an estimate of the             
allocation in gender from all the classes they teach, such as “50/50” as to why a more                
precise calculation of the answers would be insignificant and just as uncertain).
Appendixes will not be encloses on the above. In the following, only appendixes to             
the responses included in the analysis, as the amount of data is very extensive.             
Appendixes will be referenced to as ‘appendix 1-10’, following Q, the abbreviation for            
‘question’, and the number of question in the survey or ‘chart’. Following questions            
and responses enclosed are Q8, Q9, Q10, Q14, Q16, Q17, Q21, Q22, Q23, Q24 in              
either forms of illustrating charts or responses by the respondents.
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Analytical Discussion
Main topic of the analytical discussion will be to discuss the coherency between the             
theory and teacher’s portrayals of the issues of gender in the primary and lower             
secondary school in Denmark. Furthermore to discuss what the teachers think gender           
divided teaching signals to the children, consequences and opinions on the matter. In            
which ways are reflections upon this apparent in the teachers statements?
In the following it will be elaborated how teachers seem to response in accordance to              
an expectation of boys being castigate, by e.g. examples of inspectors of inclusion            
entering the scene to justify the boys.
Charts in appendix 5 and 6 show that 86,2% of the respondents time and again              
experience disturbing disquietness. When asked by whom the disturbances are         
caused 65,6% responded ‘both gender’, 24,1 % ‘boys’ and none responded girls to be             
the cause. The remaining 10,3% responded ‘don’t know’. (appendix 5, Q16          
chart)(appendix 6, Q17 chart) A gender differential perception is a clear finding.
In the responses of the teachers’ opinions on the allocation of gender in the classes a               
tendency generally seen, is that teachers sees the type of children or a 50/50 division              
as most significant to the class environment. Entailed are few the teachers notions            
are of bipolar, dualistic representations of the gender: the strongest value-laden          
words used or gender dualistic statements, are those emphasising gendered         
differences. The class environment is perceived to be strongly depended not on           
notions of gender, but on the types of children. The allocation of gender is said to be                
insignificant. Even though noticing insignificant differences in their options of         
socialisation, when one of the genders is in minority, it is still said to be the type of                 
children that defines the environment in the class.
“Der er masser af drenge, der ikke opfylder myten om, at de ikke kan sidde stille, og                
omvendt piger som også kan have svært ved at sidde stille. Men der er noget              
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sandhed i, at piger har nemmere ved at honorere skolens krav.” (appendix 1, Q8             
respondent no. 4)
In this argument intended to eliminate the significance of gender, a truism is still             
expressed namely the gender connoted ability to be ‘sitting still’, however, pleading           
that this is not gendered. Yet the teacher draws on the well known connotation to sit               
still, that takes part in constructing our discourses of gendered abilities.
One of the respondents notices about one of her classes with an overweight of boys              
that “(...) de fleste er meget diskuterlystne og vil gerne implementere humor, mens            
pigerne er meget tilbageholdende.” (appendix 1, Q8 respondent no. 5), while in           
another 50/50 allocated class situation is that, “pigegruppen fylder meget”         
(appendix 1, Q8 respondent no. 5). Examples of quotes when describing the influence            
of an overweight of boys, ascribe to boys characteristic individual features, opposite           
being ascribed to quiet girls. When dominating, the girls are spoken of as a group.              
First of all it is worth noticing the bipolar arrangement of behaviour expected by             
boys. Second, notion of boys being very argumentative, is a fact taken for granted or              
not queried, and can be seen as an naturalisation or gender truism ascribed to boys.
According to a teacher girls have a significant influence on boys’ behaviour no matter             
how many they are. Boys need pressure to participate in the teachings and an             
overweight of boys means less conflicts and “fnidder” (appendix 1, Q8 respondent no.            
33)
These kinds of general metaphysical assumptions in the responses, are found as well            
as that of boys being more physical. Other examples of metaphysical assumptions           
are, that boys are “sommetider lidt vildere”and “nogle drenge tør mere” (appendix 1,            
Q8 respondent no. 25). One prefers overweight in girls, because of the boys being             
more immature than girls; “Deres evne til at koncentrere sig er ikke så god som              
pigernes” (appendix 1, Q8 respondent no. 28). No. 27 tends to implement more            
exercise and games in the lessons if there are more boys (appendix 1, Q8 respondent              
no. 27). Practices are seen to be adjusted to some of the teachers metaphysical             
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assumptions.
There is a general consent that a 50/50 allocation of gender entails a so called              
harmonious and positive dynamic. Most teachers leaves it at that. Examples of           
further elaboration are: “Pt er det pigerne der trækker det boglige i skolen, men er              
sjovt nok lige stødt på en klasse, hvor det er omvendt.” (appendix 1, Q8 respondent              
no. 11) and another; since it gives “(...) god dynamik i klassen, fordi drenge og piger               
ofte “tænder” på noget forskelligt og henter deres energi fra forskellige steder.”           
(appendix 1, Q8 respondent no. 16) Boys contribute with “”uorden” på den gode            
måde. De er gode til at stille de skæve, sjove spørgsmål (...)” (appendix 1, Q8              
respondent no. 19) and yet another one describing boys as making the class “lively”             
(appendix 1, Q8 respondent no. 20) if overweight in boys. The two latter responses             
seem influenced by characteristics of so called inspector of inclusion, by attempting           
to level out the negative tone of words, such as disorder.
On the question of the teachers acquaintance with the term ‘the feminine school’            
(appendix 2, Q9) it is clear that some seem to know the general understanding of the               
term, however, in most cases respondents fail to express whether they agree or not.             
Straight ahead without any noticeable difficulties, most automatically connect the         
term to actions of feminine connotation.
Approximately a third of the teachers guess on the meaning, since they have never             
heard the term - another third heard it before and is seen to elaborate. The last third                
never heard of it, and comments no further. In common, to those trying to elaborate              
on the denotation, are notions of a school appealing to still sitting work, overweight             
of female teachers or values that do not accommodate the unquiet boys.
No. 18 (appendix 2, Q9) is very well aware of the term denoting the school in the 00’s                 
characterised by boys being literary less able than are girls. A single recipient strongly             
rebels against such common consent: “Ja, jeg har hørt det før. Og det er noget              
skønsspecificerende ladder. Mænd og kvinder indoktrinerer ikke per automatik        
kønsroller.” (appendix 2, Q9 respondent no. 9)(Interprets ‘ladder’ intentionally to be          
meant as ‘pladder’ by the respondent.)
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Asking the teachers about their experiences with division of gender (appendix 3,           
Q10), half of the respondents has no or little experience, some are reluctant to try it,               
some could not dream of it. But the allocation between these two oppositions is             
evenly distributed. Those who have tried it, report of good and positive experiences. A             
broad tendency is the opinion that it is beneficial in some contexts, but not all, but               
they still find it is more relevant to divide by types and characteristics.
Subjects as sexual education and physical education and danish (where boys are           
observed to thrive better, when divided (appendix 3, Q10 respondent no. 16)) are            
mentioned as subjects where gender divisions are beneficial. These are noteworthy          
typically connoted with specific gendered values, wherefore the teachers might find          
subjects like these obviously benefiting from gender division as the female and male            
characteristics are challenged and met by equal connoted activities.
One teacher reports of boys with poor literary abilities as having difficulties, when            
dividing the gender (appendix 3, Q10 respondent no. 32). Though as a means of             
problem solving, division is a good idea - this is what Egelund names means of              
conflict management. It should, however, still be queried whether this leaves the           
children with skills to handle conflicts of gendered character (or at least what seems             
to be judged on gendered undertones), if demonstrated that a distancing to the            
opposite gender is beneficial. No. 13 utters that it is also “(...) vigtigt at piger og               
drenge er samlet og derved lærer af hinandens styrker og svagheder, samt får et             
naturligt forhold til det modsatte køn”. (appendix 3, Q10 respondent no. 13)
Another response clearly states a rejection of the division of gender as an option when              
teaching, by responding “(...) Hvorfor skulle jeg dog det? Min definition af           
forskellige behov, indebærer på ingen måde en kønsopdeling.” (appendix 3, Q10          
respondent no. 9). Similar is: “Ja, det kan være godt men også skidt... Nogle af              
fordommene (drenge skal bevæge sig , piger sidde og arbejde) holder ikke en            
meter... F.eks. er drenge ikke dygtigere end piger eller bliver mere motiveret end            
piger af at arbejde med IT.” (appendix 3, Q10 respondent no.30). These are            
examples of characteristics of the inspector of inclusion - the latter trying to blur out              
typical stereotype notions through use of them with opposite denominators or what is            
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typically ascribed to maleness as just as accessible to girls. Also “Jeg oplever også             
ind imellem kvinder, der har svært ved at forstå og rumme drengene. De ser dem              
som problematiske i stedet for en gave til fællesskabet.” (appendix 2, Q9 respondent            
no. 19). It is in such cases the language is seen to fall short, at is has no better words                   
for describing the multiple gender positions or apprehension of the boys, that some            
of the teachers are observing.
The question of the role of disciplining (appendix 4, Q14) was left open to             
interpretation of whether it was on the basis of the role teachers or parents play in               
relation to disciplining the children. I wanted to leave it to the teachers to express              
whether they focused on their way of bringing manners to the children and/or if they              
even perceive this as their responsibility or within their reach of interference. Those            
who perceive disciplining as dependent on their domestic background, think of it to            
be of great significance to literary abilities, manners and motivation. Five of the            
teachers (appendix 4, Q14 respondent no. 12, 13, 27, 28, 29) refuse to focus only on               
boys on this matter, and underline that the disciplining is of equal significance to             
both gender. This, either way, is a focus within the debate of equality, keeping boys              
fixed in opposition to girls, without it surely being the intended message. Inspectors            
of inclusions, as such, draw attention to discourses of equal rights, by pleading for             
both gender. At the same time it is a refusal of observing boys, otherwise than, in the                
light of the oppositional female. It works as a refusal to obtain a gender neutrality              
that is widely strived for in society.
More than half of the teachers perceive it as mostly a responsibility of the parents,              
while just less than half elaborates on how they e.g. teach of values of solidarity and               
good manners (appendix 4, Q14 respondent no. 3, 18), quietness, appropriate          
language and respect (appendix 4, Q14 respondent no. 7). But common to the            
majority of the teachers, is that a good disciplining stemming from home, makes the             
practice and conditions of teaching easier.
The questions in appendix 7, challenge Egelunds suggestions of pedagogical         
interventions leveled at interrupting or preventing disturbing and unquiet behavior.         
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It calls for the respondents to reflect on whether some are more suitable, to especially              
one gender over the other. All of the interventions was by the respondents considered             
equally suitable, when handling both gender. Though two of the forms of           
interventions were considered to be significantly more useful to boys, than girls.           
Those are that of isolating the disturbing pupil from the others (43,5% considered            
this form to be more useful when handling boys, against 4,3 % considering this to be               
useful with girls) (appendix 8, Q21 chart) and that of placing pupils in a nearby              
range of the teacher (45,5 % considered this form to be more useful when handling              
boys, against no considering this to be useful with girls) (appendix 8, Q21 chart).             
Although all forms of intervention, are considered suitable for both gender, they were            
still considered more useful with the boys, than with the girls. In percentage, the boys              
scored higher as subjects for all forms of interventions, except from one, that be, to              
ignore the unwanted behaviour. Only two of the teachers do, by commenting, reject            
the request to evaluate on interventions in accordance to gender (appendix 7, Q21            
respondent no. 1,2). All respondents had the options to check the option of the             
interventions being equally useful to both gender. It can be objectively drawn from            
the chart that several forms of attention or interaction are focused towards boys,            
when being the cause of unwanted behaviour. Whether this is because more boys are             
unquiet, is unfortunately not to say. For further elaboration on the matter, I am of              
the conviction that observations in practice, would benefit from clarifying further          
teachers more specific gender oriented handling of the children. Nonetheless, the          
chart indicates that all of the intervention forms are used in practice, and that there              
appears to be some forms preferred when handling boys.
Appendix 8 displays responses in the question of class quotient and physical           
environments. The responses are teachers’ first hand evaluations on the significance          
of class quotient, physical environment and surroundings. These are the factors, at           
least when considering size of the classroom and quotient of pupils, that Egelund            
strongly denotes as insignificant. High quotient in small classrooms are without          
doubt, by the majority of the teachers problematised in relation to disquiet.
The chart (appendix 9, Q23 chart) build on answers from 29 teachers, showing that             
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most of the teachers chose class quotient as the most significant determinant           
explaining commotion and agitation in the classroom. When dividing the class in           
gender, the class quotient is automatically lowered, and according to the teachers in            
general, the number of pupils is most significant to the social environment as well as              
the preconditions of the teaching, that concerned with acoustics, tidiness and          
opportunities for expression (appendix 9, Q23 respondent no. 2, 3, 5, 6, 9, 10, 14, 16,               
18, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 26, 29). The case could in fact be, that the positive effects of                  
dividing the class into gendered groups does not stem from the fact that the boys and               
girls are kept apart, but from the fewer number of pupils.
In my findings the less significant determinant is gender and one may question why a              
prominent person such as Egelund, sees the division of the gender as the solution to              
optimise the teachings in some schools, while teachers clearly express class quotient           
and phycical environments to be of greatest importance. Only two teachers          
(appendix 9, Q23, respondent no. 1, 3) plead teacher’s responsibility and behavior to            
be a significant factor as well, since a bad teacher equals bad teachings, despite all              
other circumstances. To respondent no. 3, the question here discussed makes no           
sense, as “Det er et samspil, hvor alle faktorer er vigtige.” (appendix 9, Q23,             
respondent no. 3).
Some of the teachers suggested (appendix 10, Q24 respondent no. 2, 3, 4, 8, 10) that               
they found the questionnaire indicative of me being judgemental and narrow          
minded. One corrected me for possibly being wrong, if my point was to prove that              
boys does not belong in the school (appendix 10, Q24 respondent no. 8). This could              
possibly be caused by the personal and informal tone I used when contacting my             
respondents on Facebook. Perhaps some respondents felt familiar with me or they           
might feel distrust as they associate informality with prejudice, bias or lack of being             
serious. My attitude was intended only to make respondents sympathise with my           
unfortunate situation.
The criticism raised, seems to suggest what teachers expect from projects like mine.            
Question is if the respondents are justified in saying that ‘a researchers’ opinion’            
shines through. I will of course also revert to this issue of possible bias on part of both                 
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me and the teachers. Additionally, their reactions could be caused by fear of being             
framed in a certain way as seen in the media.
A teacher focused on the lack of opportunities (appendix 10, Q24 respondent no. 10)             
for expression in the primary questions, and not on the possibility of unfolding their             
opinions in the commentary box, that I actually did leave them with. Others found             
the questionnaire thought-provoking and some did not call in question anything. A           
teacher, without knowing more specifically what kind of study the responses was to            
undergo, responded that the questions were good and relevant. In all cases           
pre-understandings of what they seem to expect, shines through and the          
questionnaire is valued in that optic.
Conclusion
Many of the notions portrayed by the teachers seem conflicting and undefined. The            
unresolved question, in my opinion elementary to further conclusion, is if we to some             
extent are socially, or psychologically predisposed with a preference to inductively          
seek our own predispositions of reality (in this matter on gender) confirmed or            
verified.
In our daily lives we induce our own notions and look for their match. Immediately              
when confirmed, we take our prejudice and biases to be ever so right! According to              
Nielsen our own notions and gender become invisible to us, and when we e.g. observe              
a boy or a girl who meets the familiar masculine or feminine criteria, we comment on               
him or her as a real boy/or girl. Divergences or cases of dissent, are named,              
‘abnormal’ or ‘aberrant’ and are not taken to falsify or dismiss our bias. To larger or               
smaller degree, notions on e.g. masculinity can become somewhat pinned down to           
certain characteristics such as ‘more physical active’, ‘unquiet’ or ‘less able to           
concentrate’. The risk is that, when met with children that match our categories we             
reward them. Though it seems, that to a larger degree, than what portrayed through             
the media, the boys are rewarded and expected to also live up to traditionally             
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understood more feminine characteristics. In worst case, it seems that, if focus is            
kept on the boys as the ones generally noticeable in the classroom, be that negative or               
positive (latter in order to level stereotypical notions), a distorted and troubled image            
of maleness may be the result. The categories becomes self fulfilling as significant            
divisions of people and the excessive focus on gender, keeps blurring more significant            
problems of children’s unwanted behaviour, such as poor physical conditions in the           
school.
The conclusions of the project, seems more likely to take character of making            
probable hypothesises concerning teachers perceptions of boy’s maleness.
Teachers tend to make use of language, notions and words that connotes gendered            
values. By some of the teachers strongly felt need to justify the boys, a genuine              
attempt to objectively portray maleness of childhood is laid out. There is no obvious             
wish or need to frame the boys within any stereotypical or discriminating portrayals.            
Yet, the teachers’ lack of awareness of bipolar and dualistic notions on gender, also             
seem to restrain them in reconstruction of a somewhat narrow representation of           
maleness. This is likely to be caused by linguistic shortcomings i.e. lack of alternative             
concepts, in which to describe the boys in new and varied ways.
The gender categories becomes unclear, which might explain an increasing use of           
normativities and truisms, based on invalid biological deterministic assumptions.        
Also the public debate seems to be affecting which assumptions to take dominance,            
and not to contribute to a clarification of which are the most valid.
Noteworthy the issue of dis-quiet boys is an issue simultaneously growing with the            
situation of increasing class quotient that is debated but persistently neglected and           
by Egelund charged as insignificant. Such neglect is by no means consistent with            
reports by the teachers, based on their lived experiences under these circumstances.
Perspectival Discussion
Further discussion on the issue, could set off from Davies perspective on theoretical            
elaborations drawn from the child’s perspective. This could entail observations of          
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and interviews with children focusing on their perceptions of gender and notions of            
what adults’ perceptions on gender are. According to Davies (Davies, 1993/2003)          
children are much more in control of so called discursive ways and behaves according             
to accepted adult ways. Therefore, a study on how children notice being constituted            
through discourse or their awareness of what they are taught unconsciously by the            
adults, would perhaps shed light on what goes unnoticed, to them, as well as to us,               
and that which is behaved to please adults. Much on the lines of my project here               
unfolded, focus would be on ways in which the discourses are constraining,           
constituting, enhancing and or limiting opportunity, but from the child’s perspective.          
How do children consciously or unconsciously negotiate the discourses and how are           
they met?
In closing, the respondents who, in this current project, specifically rejected gender           
truisms, prejudices and stereotypes, would be interesting to observe through         
fieldwork, to see if they are aware of being part of social as well as linguistic               
discourses and to find out which words they use to raise above the connotations often              
embedded in the language.
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Appendix 1, Q8
”What does the allocation of gender in the class mean to you?”
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“How do you understand the term 'the feminine school' and have you heard of it before?”
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“What experiences do you have with gender divided teaching?”
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Appendix 4, Q14
“What role does disciplining* play in relation to the boys you teach and their behaviour?” 
* Danish word used was 'opdragelse'
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Appendix 5, Q16
“Do you, from time to time, experience disturbing unquietness in class?” 

Appendix 6, Q17
“Is this unquietness generally caused by ...”

Appendix 7, Q21
“Which form of pedagogical intervention works best intended when facing unwanted 
behaviour?” 
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Drenge i grundskolen 
Hvilken form for pædagogisk intervention virker bedst overfor uønsket adfærd?
 
Virker bedst for 
drenge
... piger ... begge køn
Vurderinger 
Antal
Overraske eleven/-erne med noget 
uventet/uvant
14,3% (4) 3,6% (1) 82,1% (23) 28
At isolere eleven/-erne fra de andre 43,5% (10) 4,3% (1) 52,2% (12) 23
Planlagt at ignore uønsket adfærd 13,6% (3) 13,6% (3) 72,7% (16) 22
Interferere med eleven (sende et 
signal som f.eks. knibs, blik, klap 
eller ytre elevens navn)
25,0% (6) 0,0% (0) 75,0% (18) 24
Placere elever med uønsket adfærd 
tæt på læreren
45,5% (10) 0,0% (0) 54,5% (12) 22
At bruge humor, sarkasme, 
selvironi eller smådrillerier
28,6% (6) 4,8% (1) 66,7% (14) 21
At fjerne distraherende elementer 29,2% (7) 8,3% (2) 70,8% (17) 24
At opsætte regler og rammer 20,8% (5) 12,5% (3) 70,8% (17) 24
Andet (angiv venligst) 
 
3
 besvaret spørgsmål 29
 ubesvaret spørgsmål 12
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Side 7, S1.  Hvilken form for pædagogisk intervention virker bedst overfor uønsket adfærd?
1 Der er flere svarmuligheder, jeg ikke kan svare på, da jeg ikke mener, at det
er brugbare konsekvenser.
Apr 6, 2013 9:34 AM
2 det kan jeg simpelthen ikke kønopdele... det kommer fuldstændig an på det
enkelte barn og hele konteksten...
Apr 6, 2013 8:25 AM
3 Sarkasme bruger jeg ikke, det er nedværdigende Apr 6, 2013 12:52 AM

Appendix 8, Q22
“Of what significance is both class quotient and surroundings (arrangement, class room, the 
physical environment, poor school yard etc.) to the unquietness in class?”
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Appendix 9, Q23
“What is most significant to the unquietness in class? Rank from most to less.”

Appendix 10, Q24
“In this space you can e.g. write which thoughts and considerations you have had when 
responding to this questionnaire. You are welcome to make suggestions to the questions, 
the order of these or perhaps to the more general layout of the questionnaire. In fact, you 
can write what ever comes to mind. In closing, I would like to say: thank you so much for 
your participation!”
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